FinTech’ is an appearance debatably coined in the mid-1980s. If you come across at the historic times it has relations since 1800 century. Between 1856-1966 finance and technology came reciprocally as an outcome first analogue financial technology was created. For the first two decades of use, perspicacity is FinTech was primary and principal employed to portray “Back-end” banking technologies. It was assumed as vehemently linked & coupled to back-office operations. Financial inclusion is the gratification of making financial services reachable at sensibly priced costs to all folks and trade, in spite of net worth and dimension equally. Financial inclusion strives to contemplate on and unpaid assistant solutions to the self-control that exclude people from participating in the financial sector and also called wide-ranging financing. In early 2000 the first digital bank was make out as almost all financial services institution participated in this game. Global financial crises of 2008 gave remarkable challenges to the traditional method of banking i.e. only via bank thus self-governing FinTech startups got into the portrait. 2014 was the year of every day new FinTech startup. This is when we saw just about every big player, particularly from non-financial services background, jumped into the FinTech market. 2018 was a banner year for FinTech with key drivers of FinTech growth built-in record levels of deals and financing, the appearance of new global tech hubs, and favorable regulatory tailwinds. The combination of these factors positions the FinTech sector to further digitize the customer journey, make inroads in new and adjacent markets, and collaborate across the industry in 2019. The 2019 also going to answer the how in trends we’re anticipating can facilitate to lecture to several questions, such as: How is artificial intelligence (AI) helping banks comply with new regulation?; What does Open Banking mean for consumers and what markets could it spread to next?; Why are SMBs the next battleground for FinTech?

According to the World Bank's financial inclusion database, were approximately 1.7 billion adults who are in principle unbanked, which is roughly 30% of the global populace. In the US alone, which is a developed country with robust economic infrastructure, there are about 9 million family units who are unbanked, as per the 2015 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's report. It is well versed that financial enclosure tries to bring banking to those who might not have had right of entry in the pattern. Financial technology is bringing banking in a straight line to the public through smart phone apps and effortlessly trouble-free to get to website. Examples of FINTECH developments that have progressively more been embraced by financial users include crowd funding, robo-advisers, digital payments, peer-to-peer (P2P) or social lending, and insurance telemetric. While these ground-breaking services have dislocated the pecuniary world by including more participants in the money sector, there is still an unexploited portion of the world population that stay behind unbanked or under banked?

Fintech Facts & Figure

- Almost 80 percent of financial institutions have entered into fintech partnerships, according to McKinsey Panorama. Meanwhile, global venture capital (VC) fintech investment in 2018 has already reached $30.8 billion, up from $1.8 billion in 2011
- China’s financial institutions tend to take a different approach, partnering with large technology ecosystem firms as opposed to smaller fintechs. Each of China’s “big four” banks 4 has partnered with at least one ecosystem firm in 2017.
Examples include a joint fintech laboratory launched by Bank of China with Tencent; and an agreement between China Construction Bank, Alibaba, and Ant Financial to digitize customer banking experiences.

FINTECH is growing on a global scale with deals outside of core markets (US, UK, and China) accounting for 39% of deals.

Fintechs as ecosystems orchestrated by large technology companies which offer financial services both to enhance existing platforms (e.g., AliPay supporting Alibaba's e-commerce offering) and to monetize current user data or relationships.

Fintechs as incumbent financial institutions that are investing significantly in technology to improve performance.

Fintechs as infrastructure providers selling services to financial institutions to help them digitize their technology stacks and improve risk management and customer experience.

Goldman used established digital sales and marketing techniques to become a leading provider of consumer finance in a short period of time. It hit $1 billion in loans in just eight months while many competitors took over a year.

In 2015, ING launched what it called “FinTech Village,” an accelerator for start-ups in Belgium, led by a dedicated head of global fintech.

In 2017, Morgan Stanley launched Access Investing; a digital wealth management platform in the US with a minimum investment threshold of $5,000; the same year, Merrill Lynch (Merrill Edge Guided Investing) and Deutsche Bank (Robin) launched similar offerings.

JPMorgan’s digital strategy includes recent partnerships with FINTECHS including OnDeck, a digital small business lender, Roostify, a mortgage FINTECH, and Symphony, a secure messaging app.

Robinhood, a US-based stock-trading fintech, simplified stock trading by offering zero commissions through its easy-to-use mobile app with solid UX. But first, it built its user base with free product offerings. It initially made money by investing users’ cash balances.

The US remained the top market for deals with 659 investments worth $11.89B funding, both a new annual high.

There are now 39 VC-backed FINTECH unicorns worth a combined $147.37B.

Transfer Wise used great user experience and distinctive marketing campaigns to grow rapidly, enabling it to successfully disrupt the space, and to report £117 million in revenues in March 2018.

Vanguard was even earlier to react to the trend, using their existing brand and customer base to grow their offerings rapidly since launching in 2015; digital assets under management reportedly reached $120 billion in 2018.

Fintech Innovations take Account of

1. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Finance, Regulation and Central Banking need to be taken and adapted as a basic need.
2. Digital currency transactions that use blockchain ledgers to reveal the nature of dealings and identities of players in the online sphere.
3. Peer-to-peer (P2P) lending sites that promote financial transactions where individuals lend and borrow from each other.
4. Robo-advisers that openly disclose and offer low fees for customers who have limited access to traditional financial advisers due to high costs.
5. Telematics insurance technologies that provide policy owners with premium rates based on number of miles used.
6. Today, most financial institutions have transformed their retail user experience, offering full mobile functionality with best-in-class design principles. Great UX is now the norm. Customers, as a result, require more reasons to switch to new fintech offerings.

How Banks/FIS are using Blockchain to Foster Financial inclusion

Many skeptics are beginning to wonder if the “year of blockchain” will ever really arrive. Blockchain isn’t a cure-all, but there are clearly many problems for which this technology is the ideal solution. We continue to see banks, brokerages, insurers, regulators, and others actively testing ways to harness the benefits of blockchain. The journey has only just begun.

Blockchain eliminates the need for intermediaries which drastically reduce settlement time, which in turn means that customers will be able to access their capital when they need it. Also known as “The Digitisation of Trust”. The rationale of blockchain in FinTech is to uncover the limitations and opportunities. The blockchain is also known as a core technology in FinTech of today. Storing transactions in blockchain could get rid of the necessitate for complicated procedures and clearinghouses, saving time, money and the risk of error. The allowance of frictionless savings and investment gives people more control over their financial destiny. The use of digital technology to implant business rules into an indenture, including automated execution of contract terms and payments will make straightforward complex procurement, conciliation and substantiation processes:

- BanQu is an Economic Identity technology platform for the conception of a personal digital profile comprised of a mixture of records of personal, financial and other activities. That profile is documented and acknowledged by financial institutions as legitimate identification information.
- Blockchain provides digital identity to individuals with enhanced retreat, so that identity is restricted to devices as well as other individuals with access.
- Citizens lacking appropriate access to the financial system would gain a higher independence and better chances for welfare by creation of digital identity on blockchain.
- Distributed Ledger is a database that is consensually shared and synchronised across different institutions or geographies networks. This is done to make the cyber attack more difficult. The blockchain is one type of distributed ledger.
- Financial institutions have the ease of reissuing identity documents and data in case the documents are lost or stolen.
- Hyper Ledger is a multi-project open source collaborative effort hosted by The Linux Foundation. This technology is an emerging platform with applications and enabled by blockchain. This is created to advance cross-industry blockchain technologies.
- Ripple is making it easy to send money anywhere in the world in any currency instantly. Users simply need to load money to an active Ripple wallet through a participating gateway.
- The solution can be built with the purpose of integration with external systems in order to diminish the fraud and error possibilities in the delivery of benefits for the financially excluded.
- WorldRemit provides an online service that lets people send money to friends and family in other countries, using a computer, smartphone or tablet.

Special Considerations

An initiative by the World Bank Group called Universal Financial Access 2020 is taking procedures to make certain that the unbanked community has right to use to customary platforms like checking accounts by 2020. A focal point of this painstaking matter is the in the near future of blockchain technologies to look up (international) payments and land registries. Bitcoin-enabled payments were the first application of blockchain technology, and frictionless (international) payments are an imperative ingredient of financial inclusion. In distinction, humanizing land registries is a more world-shattering use of the technology, but the connection to financial inclusion is not uncomplicated. On the other hand, land registries may undeniably par take an urgent accountability in nurturing access to acceptance for financially underserved people. Almost any technology comes with new risks, and blockchain are no exception to this statute. Although blockchain can make easily reached a very prominent level of protection and immutability, it depends on the tangible design of the implementation whether this impending is realized. In addition, some blockchain technologies are very energy-intensive, which is an environmental risk. To conclude, the high levels of volatility of most crypto currencies represent an economic risk for their users. National and international regulators are challenge by the hurried evolvement of the technology and should intend to mitigate its risks without compromising its potential.

Let us Sum up

Conducting international money transfers through DLT could afford real-time settlement and reduce costs, enabling new business models (e.g. micropayments), and introduce newer models of regulatory oversight. Almost any technology comes with new risks, and blockchain are no exception to this statute. Although blockchain can endow with a very high level of protection and immutability, it depends on the tangible design of the implementation whether this potential is realized. In totaling, some blockchain technologies are very liveliness exhaustive, which is an ecological jeopardy. Finally, the high levels of unpredictability of most crypto currencies represent an economic risk for their users. National and international regulators are challenged by the speedy evolvement of the technology and should aspire to alleviate its risks without compromising its prospective. Thus we can say that AI & Blockchain made a revolutionary change in FinTech in the area of info-security & conformity. Below are a few examples where it has made a greater impact.

- Cybersecurity
- Identity security
- InfoSecurity
- RegTech
- Security Intelligence
- Threat hunting
Thus FINTECH brought a authorization to digital savvy institutions to elevate the service superiority bar to pull towards you and retain customers. We are most probable to see the prospect as a win-win with an affiliation between FINTECH as a partner for the banking industry with new products and shareholders. This would come about through elevated returns on capital, regulators and by leaner, simpler and well-organized operations. Elegant customers make elegant decisions. Also FinTech investors must be tremendously discerning in deploying capital, as we come up to the promising endgame in this gesticulate for some sectors and companies. With large technology companies knocking at their doors, incumbent financial institutions should proactively fit into place with FINTECH distraction, whether by building their own capabilities or by partnering or get hold of. For FINTECH attackers and infrastructure providers, the road to success is not effortless. As the FINTECH markets full-grown, firms from the categories of FINTECHS will struggle unswervingly in some cases, and fasten together forces in others.
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The editorial board (sometimes known as an advisory board) typically consists of a group of prominent people in the journal's field. Having an editorial board is very significant: they act as ambassadors for journals. To some extent the quality of a journal is judged by the members and scholastic credentials of its editorial board. Aside from providing prestige, the role of the editorial board is to advise and support the editor. Functions may include:

- Identifying new topics for commissions, special editions and advising on direction for the journal—giving feedback on past issues and making suggestions for both subject matter and potential authors
- Provide content by writing occasional editorials and other short articles
- Approaching potential contributors
- Peer review; also help to identify peer reviewers and provide second opinions on papers (i.e. where there is a conflict between reviewers)
- Identify appropriate conferences for editors to attend
- Endorse the journal to authors, readers and subscribers and encourage colleagues to submit their best work.

In inspection of the precision that it has started its publication has contemplate on issues concerning science, management, engineering and technology in various leading circumference areas of research, development and its connotation. Since GJEIS which addressed as an academic journals are not sustain economically by institution but supported by KARAM Society a Research and Academic Management conglomerate and professional organizations, who in the backdrop plot a route. GJEIS with an academic permission are twisted by commercial publishers who do not make a profit by charging subscriptions to individuals and libraries and tender free articles from their portal [www.gjeis.com](http://www.gjeis.com).

The GJEIS as a scholastic journal facilitates debonair with its research initiatives and meticulous blind and peer review process the journal is currently at present listed in almost fifty directories in the globe, equipped with Digital Object Identifier (DOI) from Cross-ref USA http://www.crossref.org. It also had an average impact factor of 2.31 from the various impact factors rating agencies. Recently as per the Google scholar it h-index is 94 and i-10 index is 921 from 2009-2018. From 2019 onwards as per the instruction given by the international listing agencies which provide ratings to the journal, we had stated putting a similarity index at the end of an article to give more transparency and credibility.

Hope that this kind of initiatives can definitely give journal an edge and create a niche. The journal with its Present Volume 11 Issue-I Jan-March 2019 had a mandate of a Journal is to popularize the thought of Enterprise, Information and System in business and remote business. It is designed to make graspable to community that harmonization of three words is not just a economic idea, but is more omnipresent, that is why we have to get transversely what the academics and the peers are doing and saying about scientific showground in creating a recess. We have fabricated an across-the-board cluster to make GJEIS genuineness.

We had moreover at the present made the Open access Journal so that large number of people get accessed and enjoy reading content. On the other hand the dedicated page in Face book created in order to fiddle with the GJEIS alliance https://www.facebook.com/GJEiS. The GJEIS website has been moving to a new contemporary Google-hosted JavaScript service which label the length of population curate online directory, helps in indexing and smooth the development of in providing access to peer-reviewed articles. It is also equipped with search engine optimization and web analytics for statistical analysis and citation. GJEIS is also been placed at UGC Approved List of Journals at S. No. 27981 [https://www.ugc.ac.in/journallist](http://www.ugc.ac.in/journallist) and also get a space in a care list designed for journals.

To commemorate this anniversary we want to publish a Special Issue that collects your impressions in the form of review, original article, letter to the editor, opinion or perspective article, etc., which include a paragraph with congratulation to GJEIS's 11th Anniversary or a personal reflection on what has GJEIS influenced in my work as a researcher? Why do I like to publish in GJEIS? Or what do I think GJEIS has contributed to the field? I on behalf of GJEIS grab this opening to eloquent indulgence to the complete personnel of KARAM Society and community from Scholastic Seed Inc. for their enthusiasm and relish in bringing out this fast-moving volume/issue. To make journal a benchmark from 2019 we are creating a new team with more contemporary thought and strengthening the peer review process. I would in tot up be affectionate of to authenticate confirmatory feedback to our society staff at the periodical office, for their well judged and meticulous effort.
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